FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Marmot

Tungsten UL 1P Hiking Tent
$549.99 $499.90

Details

Specifications

Other freestanding lightweight tents can be a little on the
squeezy side, but the Tungsten UL 1P tent is designed to
have more space for weight compared to others in its
category.

Snowys Code:

141528

Supplier Code:

1491277

Season:

3

What's unique about the Marmot tents, is that the poles are
pre-bent to create vertical walls, and the clips are
strategically placed for more interior volume. The Tungsten
UL also has a seam taped full polyester fly that won't stretch
out or sag when it gets caught in a shower, and it'll resist
damage from UV exposure. For easier pitching, this tent has
colour coded clips, poles and fly, and the jingle-free zipper
pulls aren't going to rattle in the wind and disturb your sleep.

Sleeping Capacity:

1 Person

External Dimensions:

214L x 166W cm

Sleeping Area:

214L x 92/74W cm

Packed Dimensions:

45.7L x 16W x 16H cm

Max. Head Height:

97 cm

Access is through the singular D door, and you can stash
your pack and other gear in the vestibule. For ambient
lighting inside your space, just stick your headlamp in the
lampshade pocket, and if you always end up rolling over onto
your keys or phone, pop them in one of the interior pockets to
keep them out of the way.

Material:

20D Polyester Ripstop Siliconised PU

Inner Material:

15D Nylon No-See-Um Mesh

Floor Material:

30D Nylon

Frame Material:

3 x Alloy | DAC Press Fit 9.0mm

Waterproof:

2000mm Floor | 1500mm Fly

Weight:

1.33 Kg

Minimum Weight:

1.17 Kg

Warranty:

Guaranteed Free of Manufacturing
Defects for Life

The Tungsten UL 1P is the lightweight one-person tent for
the solo explorer looking for a compact yet liveable shelter.
Freestanding design
Pre-bend poles for more interior space
Strategically placed clips for more interior volume
One front D shaped door and one vestibule
Lampshade pocket holds a headlamp for ambient lighting
Strategic clip placement provides larger interior volume
Seam taped full coverage fly with vents
Colour coded easy pitchpoles and fly
Interior pockets for organisation
Jingle-free nylon zipper pulls

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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